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Modify the Look of Your ScreenStepsModify the Look of Your ScreenSteps
Knowledge baseKnowledge base

This article will explain the differences between where you editedit your knowledge base and
where you will sendsend your customers to readread your knowledge base articles. Then, it will show
you howhow to update the look of your knowledge base.

What You See vs What Customers SeeWhat You See vs What Customers See

ScreenSteps is a web application. You will use an internet browser (we recommend Chrome or
IE) to access ScreenSteps and create an online knowledge base.

The view you see when creating a knowledge base is not the same view your customers will see
when they visit your knowledge base. Click the links below to learn more about the differences.

Your View as an Admin (or Editor)

The screenshot below is the view you see as an Admin or Editor. You can access this screen by
typing [your account name].screenstepslive.com into the address bar of your internet browser,
and logging into your account.
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 Save the URL as a bookmark so you can easily get there when you need to create
documentation.

Your Customers' View

To see what your knowledge base will look like for your customers, click:

1. Site Contents (dropdown arrow)
2. Open Preview

What your knowledge base looks likeWhat your knowledge base looks like

This is a screenshot of what your knowledge base will look like to your customers. Right now, it
doesn't look like much--but you can modify it by following the instructions below.
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 Notice the web address of the knowledge base. This is the URL you will send to your
customers when you want them to visit your knowledge base. NoteNote: You can change
this URL to be something like help.mycompany.com.help.mycompany.com. Instructions on how to do that
can be found here >> Custom Domain>> Custom Domain

Modify the Look of Your Knowledge BaseModify the Look of Your Knowledge Base

You can modify the look of your knowledge base. Click on the links below and follow the steps.

1. How to add a custom logo to your site
2. Customizing the colors on your site
3. Customizing the sidebar to show messages, printing, PDF, and other options

What's Next?What's Next?

Now that you have an organized knowledge base, it's time to create some help articles that
your customers and/or co-workers can look at when they have questions. >> Click here to learn
how to create great help articles in ScreenSteps.
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Organize Your Knowledge BaseOrganize Your Knowledge Base

ScreenSteps can organize your knowledge base documentation so that your customers and/or
co-workers can easily navigate to the help articles they are looking for.

Click the links below to learn more about various ways you could organize your knowledge
base, and how to organize a knowledge base in ScreenSteps.

4 Different Ways You Can Organize Your Knowledge Base

Once your knowledge base moves beyond a few FAQs, you will quickly start wondering about
how you should organize your B2B software knowledge base. Many companies still implement
a very flat structure to their knowledge base - a flat structure is just a list of articles with no
hierarchy to them.

 If you take the approach of a flat structure, you are really just relying on the search
feature of your knowledge base since that is the only way anyone is going to find
anything. A flat structure will make it very difficult for your customers to browse your
knowledge base.

To make it easier for your customers and co-workers to browse your knowledge base, you can
organize your documentation. The first step would be to decide on some basic groupings of
articles to help organize the content for your customers.

Here are some suggested approaches (as well as mistakes to avoid).
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Organize Your Knowledge Base By RoleOrganize Your Knowledge Base By Role

Do you have administrative users, developers and end users that use your application? If so,
then organizing your knowledge base by user role can be a good option.

Create a section for admins, developers and end users. By grouping the content in this way, you
make it easier for customers to find the information they need without being bothered by the
information they don't.

Organize Your Knowledge Base By IntentOrganize Your Knowledge Base By Intent

Do you have different customer segments that use your product? Do they use it in very
different ways?

We ran into this problem. For example, we have customers that integrate with Zendesk. Instead
of creating a single integrations section, we created a separate section for each integration.

Much of the help content for each integration is similar, but that is fine. By segmenting our
documentation by the intent of the customer we have seen a big decrease in confusion and
support requests.

Organize Your Knowledge Base By TasksOrganize Your Knowledge Base By Tasks

Does your software perform tasks that fall into logical groupings? For example, creating
invoices, generating reports, and reconciling payments. Those are three separate tasks.
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Those tasks could be a good way to break up your documentation.

Don't confuse this with breaking up your documentation by feature. Feature-based
documentation is rarely as effective as task-based documentation. Focus on the tasks (i.e. jobs
they need to do at work) your customers want to perform and create your sections based on
tasks, not features.

Organize Your Knowledge Base By GoalsOrganize Your Knowledge Base By Goals

Do your customers have different goals or purposes for using your software? Organizing by
goals can be a good option.

For example, if you were an email marketing application you might create sections such as
follows:

• Growing your subscriber list
• Using email to sell your product
• Using email to sell your services
• Using email to establish yourself as a thought leader

Each section would have articles that would help your customers reach their particular goal.

Choose One to Start WithChoose One to Start With

Whichever method you choose, choose one. Some organization is better than no organization.
Your customers and your authors will thank you for having a clear organizational strategy.

How to Organize Your Knowledge Base in ScreenSteps

For example purposes, we are going to assume that you would like to organize your knowledge
base by grouping your documentation based on Role.

Create Two More Manuals

Create two new manuals so that you have three in total. Name them AdminAdmin and End UsersEnd Users.
Here are instructions on creating a manual:

How do I create a manual?

You will also need to create at least one article in each manual so that the manual shows up in
the table of contents.

How do I create articles in a manual?

Make sure that you publish the articles as well.

How do I publish an article so that it is visible in my manual?
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Rename Example Manual to Developers

Here are instructions on how to edit a manual's properties:

How do I edit the properties for a manual?

Rename Example ManualExample Manual to DevelopersDevelopers and click UpdateUpdate.

Publish The Other Two Manuals

How do I unpublish (hide) or publish (unhide) a manual?
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Preview Your Knowledge Base

What Your Knowledge Base Now Looks Like to CustomersWhat Your Knowledge Base Now Looks Like to Customers
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 Your manuals appear in your knowledge base as square tiles. You can modify the icons
by following these instructions >> Modify your manual icons.
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Creating Articles in ScreenStepsCreating Articles in ScreenSteps

An online knowledge base is a collection of individual help articles. Each help article is a
web page with a unique web address. This article will show you how to create your own
help articles for your knowledge base.

How to write a help articleHow to write a help article

We like to focus on creating two types of help articles.

The first type is a quick response article--short, sweet, and to the point. The second type is a
road map--walking readers through a lengthier process or workflow.

Create a Quick Response article

Navigate to your ScreenSteps account and follow the steps below to create a simple, quick
response help article. These kinds of articles are great for responding to (and eventually
decreasing the amount of) support tickets.
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Create a Quick Response article

Select a manualSelect a manual

Create a new articleCreate a new article

Follow these instructions to create a new article:

How do I create articles in a manual?

For now, just name the article "Example Article".
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Edit the article using the web editorEdit the article using the web editor

Step 1 - Write a title

Write in a very specific question that you receive in emails and help tickets--something like,
"How do I run report X?" Or, "How do I add a new user account?"

1. Click on the article title
2. Write in a very specific question such as "How do I add a new user account?"
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Step 2 - Write in the first step

Write a brief introductionWrite a brief introduction
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Write the first stepWrite the first step

Now write in the first step. If the question is, "How do I add a new user account?" and the first
step is to click on account settingsclick on account settings, write that in.

Step 3 - Add screenshots

If you already have screenshots of each action a user needs to take (to answer the question in
your article title), then you can add those images to your article by dragging them onto the web
editor.

 Your readers will appreciate seeing a screenshot of each action. Any time you click a
button, type in a field, etc. take a screen shot of it.

If you need to get new screenshots, you can use the ScreenSteps desktop editor (you will have
to download it, first). With the desktop editor, you can take new screenshots and annotate them
with arrows, circles, blur, etc. (Click the link below to download the editor to your computer.)

Install the desktop client

To install the desktop client follow these directions:

How to Download and Connect the desktop software to your account
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Open the article in desktopOpen the article in desktop

Open Capture paletteOpen Capture palette
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Take screenshotsTake screenshots

Navigate to the area you want to take screenshots of (e.g. a website). Click the center of the
capture palette and your mouse will turn into crosshairs. Click and drag your mouse to select
an area, then hit EnterEnter. The screenshot is copied and pasted into your article.

 You can take as many screenshots as you'd like--ScreenSteps will copy and paste all of
them into the article for you.

Close the capture palette when you are doneClose the capture palette when you are done
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Step 4 - Add annotations

Make your screenshots really helpful by adding annotations (e.g. arrows, circles). This is only
available in the desktop application.

Select an image in the editor > choose the arrowSelect an image in the editor > choose the arrow
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Draw on the imageDraw on the image

 Try a few other annotations so you can get an idea of what's available.

Step 5 - Add headings and text

The final step is to add a heading for each screenshot that explains what action to take.

Add a headingAdd a heading

As you move your mouse in the editor, you will see a gray bubble:

1. Move your mouse to the gray bubble
2. Click on the + icon
3. Select Heading
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Add a descriptive action for each screenshotAdd a descriptive action for each screenshot

Add a heading over each screenshot and type in a descriptive action such as "Click on Account"
and "Click on Users."
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Add TextAdd Text

Add paragraph text the same way--move your mouse over a gray bubble, and click Text. You
can include plain text, or you can style it.

Create styled text by:

1. Clicking in a text field
2. Selecting a style on the right-hand side

Create a Road Map article

Writing a road map article is very similar, but we're going to use one additional feature to make
a lengthier article easier to read.

Step 1 - Create a new article

Create a new article in the manual just as you did in the previously.

Go to edit mode in desktopGo to edit mode in desktop

Select Edit on DesktopEdit on Desktop from the article action menu.
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Step 2 - Create an outline

It's helpful to first create an outline of the tasks that need to be completed. In this example, the
article is explaining how to send an email campaign. There are three main parts to this job:

1. Select a list
2. Create a new email
3. Send email

Each of these will be a heading in ScreenSteps--so, you would add a three headings.
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Under each of these headings will be more detailed information that explains how the specific
actions of selecting a list, creating a new email, and sending an email. So, we can add sub-
headings under each one.

Create sub headingsCreate sub headings

 Indent the headings to make them subheadings. Note the hotkey for indenting and
outdenting.
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Now you have a heading and subheadingsNow you have a heading and subheadings

Step 3 - Add Content

Add your content under each heading and subheading. You can add text, grab new
screenshots, insert tables, or add videos (using embed code from YouTube, Vimeo, Wistia,
VidYard, etc.) to walk a user through a process.
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 Treat each main heading as a road block remover article. Add headings, take
screenshots, and walk somebody through the steps.

Step 4 - Make foldable sections

After you have built out some of the material, you can turn your headings into foldable
sections.
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A foldable section will take all of the content underneath (i.e. subheadings), and turn it into a
section that folds and unfolds when a reader clicks on it. This is really helpful when you have a
lot of content and want to gradually show it to a reader.

 This article uses foldable sections extensively

Two types of help articlesTwo types of help articles

Now that you know how to write the two different types of help articles, read below to learn
about the various situations you would use the types. When you first begin writing help articles,
focus on creating either of the following types of help articles.

Quick Response

The simplest kind of help article is a quick responsequick response. Here is the format:

Question

AnswerAnswer

It looks simple because it is. Every time you receive a question in an email or a help ticket, you
simply answer that question with a help article. If you get an email with a question like, "How do
I change my password?" you create a help article that has a title How do I change my password?
and then explain the steps.
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How do I change my password?

1. Click on AccountClick on Account
2. Click on SettingsClick on Settings
3. Update PasswordUpdate Password
4. Click SaveClick Save

These kinds of articles are called "quick response" because your customers/co-workers know
what they want to do. They just forgot and need a quick reminder, or they don't know how but
don't need a lengthy explanation .

The article doesn't require a lot of explanation--all readers need are the basic steps to solve
their immediate mental road block. They know how to go from A to F, they just forgot how to do
part C.

Road Map

The second kind of help article is called a road map. Here is the formula:

Job

• Task 1Task 1
• Step 1
• Step 2
• Step 3

• Task 2Task 2
• Step 1
• Step 2
• Step 3

• Task 3Task 3
• Step 1
• Step 2
• Step 3

Think of this as writing down a job that needs to be done, and then creating a checklist of tasks
that must be completed in order for the job to be done successfully. If you were to create a
road map article for cleaning the kitchen, it might look like this:

Clean the kitchen

• Wipe countersWipe counters
• Wet rag
• Spray countertop with detergent
• Wipe countertop clean

• Mop floorsMop floors
• Fill bucket with water and soap
• Dip mop in bucket--wring out water
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• Wipe floors

• Clean stoveClean stove
• Wet rag
• Spray stove with detergent
• Wipe stove clean

• Run dishwasherRun dishwasher
• Put cups on top rack
• Put plates on bottom rack
• Put silverware in buckets

These kind of articles are called road maps because they walk your customers/co-workers
through a lengthier process, from point A to point F.

 Think of asking for directions. If you know the general directions to get from your
house to your doctor's office, but you forgot what the name of the street is you need to
turn down, you just need a quick reminder--"Take a left on Vantage road."

But, if you just moved into a new town and are going to a new doctor's office, you have
no idea where to even begin. You would need a road map that explains each turn and
each freeway exit.

What's next?What's next?

Creating the perfect help article is challenging. The only way to get better is to create, publish,
and share. Your readers will let you know if something is confusing, and whether you need to
make tweaks.

Your help articles will slowly evolve, and eventually you will have really great help articles. The
two keys to keep in mind are:

1. Keep it focused
2. Keep it visual

When a help article has a very specific, focused title (and goal), it's easier to write and read. And
when there are a lot of visuals such as screenshots, it makes it easier for a reader to follow
along.
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How to Export a CSV of your site article titles,How to Export a CSV of your site article titles,
status and ownersstatus and owners
The exported CSV file will have the following information for each article:

• ID
• Title
• Status
• Owner
• Created at
• Posted at
• Published?
• Chapter Title
• Chapter is Published?
• Manual Title
• Manual is Published?
• Source Article ID (This is for referenced articles that show up multiple times in a site).

If the Chapter and Manual information is blank then the article is an Uncategorized article (not
part of a chapter).

Open Site SettingsOpen Site Settings

For instructions, please refer to the article How do I edit a site?

Select Export CSVSelect Export CSV

Clicking on Export CSVExport CSV will download a CSV file of all site articles.
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Managing and OrganizingManaging and Organizing
ContentContent
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How is ScreenSteps Organized?How is ScreenSteps Organized?

ScreenSteps is a collection of individual articles. But, just like your photo albums,
ScreenSteps organizes your content so that it's easier to browse around and find what
you're looking for.

OrganizationOrganization

ScreenSteps organizes articles into chapters. It then organizes chapters into manuals. And it
organizes your manuals into groups.

Manuals > Chapters > ArticlesManuals > Chapters > Articles

ScreenSteps organizes your articles into chapters, and it organizes chapters into a manual. Click
here to visit the manual titled "Administering Your Account.Administering Your Account." The image below explains how the
manual is organized in a table of contents.
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A collection of manualsA collection of manuals

If your knowledge base has more than one manual, it will present the manuals similar to the
image below.

You can organize manuals together in what's called a group. Go to the ScreenSteps knowledgeScreenSteps knowledge
basebase and see how it's organized into manuals and groups.

Notice what the manual, "Administering Your Account" looks like in the image above. If you
were to click on any of these manuals, you would see its table of contents, which is organized
into chapters and articles.
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How Should I Organize ScreenSteps?How Should I Organize ScreenSteps?
Once your knowledge base moves beyond a few FAQs, you will quickly start wondering about
how you should organize your B2B software knowledge base.

Many companies still implement a very flat structure to their knowledge base - this is just a list
of articles with no hierarchy to them. If you take this approach, you are really just relying on the
search feature of your knowledge base since that is the only way anyone is going to find
anything.
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A flat structure will make it very difficult for your customers to browse your knowledge base.

So, if you have a flat knowledge base, the first step would be to decide on some basic groupings
of articles to help organize the content for your customers.

Here are some suggested approaches (as well as mistakes to avoid).

Organize your knowledge base by roleOrganize your knowledge base by role

Do you have administrative users, developers and end users that use your application? If so,
then organizing your knowledge base by user role can be a good option.
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Create a section for admins, developers and end users. By grouping the content in this way, you
make it easier for customers to find the information they need without being bothered by the
information they don't.

Organize your knowledge base by intentOrganize your knowledge base by intent

Do you have different customer segments that use your product? Do they use it in very
different ways?

We ran into this problem. For example, we have customers that integrate with Zendesk. Instead
of creating a single integrations section, we created a separate section for each integration.

Much of the help content for each integration is similar, but that is fine. By segmenting our
documentation by the intent of the customer we have seen a big decrease in confusion and
support requests.
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Organize your knowledge base by tasksOrganize your knowledge base by tasks

Does your software perform tasks that fall into logical groupings? For example, creating
invoices, generating reports, and reconciling payments. Those are three separate tasks.

Those tasks could be a good way to break up your documentation.

Don't confuse this with breaking up your documentation by feature. Feature-based
documentation is rarely as effective as task-based documentation. Focus on the tasks your
customers want to perform and create your sections based on tasks, not features.

Organize your knowledge base by goalsOrganize your knowledge base by goals

Do your customers have different goals or purposes for using your software? Organizing by
goals can be a good option.

For example, if you were an email marketing application you might create sections such as
follows:

• Growing your subscriber list
• Using email to sell your product
• Using email to sell your services
• Using email to establish yourself as a thought leader

Each section would have articles that would help your customers reach their particular goal.
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Choose oneChoose one

Whichever method you choose, choose one. Some organization is better than no organization.
Your customers and your authors will thank you for having a clear organizational strategy.
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How to change the site you are working inHow to change the site you are working in

To select a specific site in your account (i.e. knowledge base), follow these instructions.

Click the dropdownClick the dropdown

Select the site you want to work onSelect the site you want to work on

 The number of sites you see will depend on how many sites you have created on your
account, and how many sites you have permission to edit.
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Manage content in your siteManage content in your site

Now you can manage your content in your site.
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Tip--how to collapse the manuals

 Collapsing the list of manuals can make it easier to navigate to the other areas of your
site.

Click on ManualsClick on Manuals
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Manuals are hiddenManuals are hidden

 To bring back the manuals, simply click on Manuals again.
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How do I create a manual?How do I create a manual?

Click on the dropdown arrow next to ManualsClick on the dropdown arrow next to Manuals
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Select New ManualSelect New Manual

Give the manual a title and saveGive the manual a title and save
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Your new manual appears (unpublished)Your new manual appears (unpublished)

 Your new manual will be unpublished so that your end users do not see it right away.
You can publish and unpublish manuals at any time.
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How to remove or delete a manualHow to remove or delete a manual
If you want to remove a manual from your site you have two options:

1. RemoveRemove the manual - the manual will be removed from the site but will still be available in
your account. You could then add it to another site at a later time.

2. DeleteDelete the manual - the manual will be permanently deleted from the account. The articles
in the manual will not be deleted.

Removing or Deleting a Manual

Select Remove from the manual action menuSelect Remove from the manual action menu
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Select whether you would like to remove or delete the manualSelect whether you would like to remove or delete the manual
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Grouping manuals in the site table of contentsGrouping manuals in the site table of contents

This article will show you how to group manuals within your site. When you add a group,
any manuals under the group will appear within the group.

 Note: This feature is not available if your site is connected to Zendesk or WordPress
[deprecated].

What is a group?What is a group?

Groups are used to divide manuals into broader categories. In the example below, Customer
Support is the group. Separating manuals can make it easier for your end users to navigate
through your site.
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Add a new groupAdd a new group

Click on the Manuals action menu and select New GroupClick on the Manuals action menu and select New Group

Name the group and select a heading styleName the group and select a heading style

The heading style affects the icons that appear next to manual titles in that group. UnstyledUnstyled has
no icons, SmallSmall has small icons, and LargeLarge has large icons.

Click Save GroupSave Group to create the new group.
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Heading style examplesHeading style examples
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How do I show or hide chapter contents in theHow do I show or hide chapter contents in the
sidebar?sidebar?

What is Chapter Expansion?What is Chapter Expansion?

When viewing an article on ScreenSteps a list of chapters in the manual will be shown in the
sidebar. Users can click on the chapter title to show or hide the articles in each chapter.

For each manual you can decide if you would like the chapter articles to automatically be shown
or hidden.

Show/hide sidebarShow/hide sidebar

Edit the manualEdit the manual

For instructions on editing a manual's properties refer to the following article:

How do I edit the properties for a manual?
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Modify chapter expansionModify chapter expansion
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How do I share a manual between sites?How do I share a manual between sites?

Sharing a manual will enable you to share content between sites at the manual level. By
following these procedures, you can create content in a manual, share it between sites, and
when you make updates to the manual in one site, the changes will be reflected in each site
the manual has been shared to.

Select Add Existing Manual from the Manuals action menuSelect Add Existing Manual from the Manuals action menu

Select Manual > click Add ManualSelect Manual > click Add Manual

Select the manual you would like to add from the ManualManual menu then click Add ManualAdd Manual. The
manual will be added to your site.
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The manual will have an arrow icon next to signifying that the manual is shared (or referenced)
in multiple sites. Editing the manual in one location will edit the manual in every site it appears
in.
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How do I duplicate a manual and add it toHow do I duplicate a manual and add it to
another site?another site?

In some cases, you may want to duplicate a manual and add it to another one of your
ScreenSteps sites in your account.

This will make a new copy of all articles and chapters in the manual.

Select Duplicate from the Manuals action menuSelect Duplicate from the Manuals action menu

Select Site > DuplicateSelect Site > Duplicate

Select the site you would like to create the duplicate in and click DuplicateDuplicate.
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Uncategorized articlesUncategorized articles
Uncategorized articles are articles that have not been placed in a manual. They have the
following characteristics:

• They will not show up in the table of contents for your site
• They will be searchable on your site unless you exclude them from the search results.

Besides that they behave like normal articles.

Uncategorized ArticlesUncategorized Articles can be accessed from the sidebar.
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Create an uncategorized articleCreate an uncategorized article

Click Uncategorized ArticlesClick Uncategorized Articles
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Create a new uncategorized articleCreate a new uncategorized article

Click Actions > Create uncategorized articleClick Actions > Create uncategorized article
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Quickly finding an article in your accountQuickly finding an article in your account
Using the Quick Search bar you can instantly jump to any article in your account. When you
search for articles in the Quick Search bar only article titles are searched. For more complicated
searches use the Site > All ArticlesSite > All Articles or All Content > All ArticlesAll Content > All Articles screens.

The line below the article will show the site, manual and chapter that the article is in. Just click
on a result to jump to it.
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What are article aliases?What are article aliases?

Many times customers want to have the same article show up either in two places in the
same manual or in two manuals in the same site. Integrations with external services such
as Zendesk create complications with this as they don't allow the same article to appear in
two different locations. Each article can only appear once in their services. ScreenSteps
uses the concept of aliases to solve this problem.

Article aliasesArticle aliases

When you add a reference of an article to a chapter in ScreenSteps two separate articles are
created. Even though there are two different articles they are linked together. Changes to one
article will be reflected in both articles.

This means you can have the same article appear as many times as you like in the same manual
as well as in multiple manuals. It also means you can have the same content live in multiple
articles in external services like Zendesk.

FAQsFAQs

How do I add an alias?How do I add an alias?

Just reference an article when adding it to a chapter.

Does it matter which article I edit if an article has aliases?Does it matter which article I edit if an article has aliases?

No. Updating the content in one of the articles will update the content in the aliases.

What happens if I delete an article that has an alias?What happens if I delete an article that has an alias?

Only the article you delete will be deleted. The aliases will remain intact.

How do I break the link between two aliases?How do I break the link between two aliases?

There is not a way to break the link between alias articles in a particular chapter. You can,
however, duplicate the aliased article in the chapter and then remove the alias. The duplicate
copy will be a standalone version of the article.
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If you are using Zendesk and the alias you want to delete is connected to an article in Zendesk
then you can connect the duplicate article to the existing Zendesk article. This way the article in
Zendesk will be updated whenever you update the duplicate version of the article.

How will aliases affect search results?How will aliases affect search results?

Using aliases can cause less than 10 results to be displayed in search results. See here for an
explanation:

Why I am seeing fewer than 10 results on a page when searching?
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Recovering an article from the trashRecovering an article from the trash

When an article is deleted it is sent to the trash. Articles can later be recovered from the
trash if you decide you still need them.

From a SiteSite or All ContentAll Content area of the web browser application click on the TrashedTrashed link.
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Locate the article you would like to restore and click on theLocate the article you would like to restore and click on the
Restore buttonRestore button

Select the site, manual, and chapter to restore the article toSelect the site, manual, and chapter to restore the article to
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How to go to your published site from theHow to go to your published site from the
admin areaadmin area

This article will show you how to navigate directly to your published site, or a specific
manual in that site from the administration area in ScreenSteps.

Go to SiteGo to Site

Click on the Go to Site icon to open the published site.

 This is the URL that you will send your end-users to when you want them to view your
knowledge base.
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To go directly to a manual select Manual action menu > OpenTo go directly to a manual select Manual action menu > Open
PreviewPreview
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Filter articles by tagFilter articles by tag

You can filter articles by tags so you can find any article in your knowledge base.

Click on All ArticlesClick on All Articles

Search using the tag: filterSearch using the tag: filter

In the Filter byFilter by field type tag: followed by the name of the tag you would like to search for.

 If your tag has spaces in it then enclose the tags in quotes. E.g. tag:"to delete" .
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How do I notify another author about a changeHow do I notify another author about a change
that needs to be made?that needs to be made?

ScreenSteps lets you add notes to articles and notify other authors when changes need to
be made. You can work with revision notes in the web article editor or the desktop article
editor.

Finding revision notes in the desktop editor

 Starting with version 4.0.7 of the desktop software you can add, edit, and delete
revision notes. If you are using an earlier version you can only read revision notes.

The desktop editor displays revision notes in the property inspector on the right of the article
editor. By default, notes that apply to the article as a whole are displayed in the column. In the
example below, the article has one revision note.
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To view or edit revision notes that apply to a particular block of content in the article click on
the revision notes icon. The notes for that content block will appear in the revision notes area
and a link to return to the article revision notes will appear.

Finding revision notes in the web editor

Click on the article's titleClick on the article's title

1. Revision notes for the article appear in the Revision Notes tab.
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2. You can click on the notes icon next to a block of content to view notes associated with that
content block.

When you click on a content block note the notes will appear.
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Using Revision NotesUsing Revision Notes

Now that you know how to access revision notes in the desktop and web editor we will review
the basics of using revision notes. The screenshots in these instructions come from the desktop
software. The ability to add a note, reply to a note, mention people, etc. are present in both
applications though.

Add a note or replyAdd a note or reply

You can add a note or reply to an existing note.

1. To add a new note click in the text field at the bottom of the revision notes inspector.
2. To reply to an existing note click on the ReplyReply button below the note.

@mention other people@mention other people

If you mention someone in your note then they will be sent an email with the note contents.
Just type the @@ character and a list of authors that have access to the article will appear.
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The name of the person you select will appear in your note.

RepliesReplies

When you reply to an existing note your message will appear indented under that note. There is
only one level of replies. Revision notes do not support nested replies.

Be aware that deleting the parent note will delete all of the replies.
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Mark as resolvedMark as resolved

If there is a task associated with a note and you have finished it you can mark the note as
resolved. To mark the note as resolved click the checkmark icon.

The note will appear differently when the note has been marked as resolved. You can click the
checkmark icon again to change the note status to unresolved.
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Delete a noteDelete a note

When you no longer need a revision note you can delete it. Click the trash can icon and the note
will be permanently deleted.
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How can someone be notified when they areHow can someone be notified when they are
made the owner of an article or comment?made the owner of an article or comment?
Each user has the option of receiving an email if they are made the owner of an article or a
comment. If you are not familiar with how to edit a user's profile please refer to the following
article:

How do I edit a user profile?

From the user profile, check the Receive article and comment owner emailsReceive article and comment owner emails checkbox and click
Update UserUpdate User.
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Bulk edit article propertiesBulk edit article properties

Click on Bulk Edit Article PropertiesClick on Bulk Edit Article Properties

Locate the articles by selecting the manual > chapter you want to make a bulk edit to, and select
Bulk Edit Article PropertiesBulk Edit Article Properties.

Select Articles > Change Properties > Do itSelect Articles > Change Properties > Do it
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Viewing Permissions for ArticlesViewing Permissions for Articles

You can restrict who can view articles in sites that are public or private. To do this, you must
first create viewer groups.

Here is a quick overview of how viewing permissions work:

• By default articles are viewable to everyone who has access to a site unless you mark
the article as "Restricted"

• Permissions are assigned to individual articles
• Permissions are based on reader groups that a user belongs to
• Admins can see all articles

 The ability to set viewing permissions for articles is available starting with the Small
Business Plan. If your account is on an older plan then you will need to upgrade to use
this feature.

Click the padlock next to the article's titleClick the padlock next to the article's title

When you click the padlock, the article will not be visible to viewers.
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Click Manage permissionsClick Manage permissions

This is how you will determine who can view this article.

Select the group(s) who can view the articleSelect the group(s) who can view the article
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How do viewing permission affect the Table of Contents?How do viewing permission affect the Table of Contents?

 Manuals and chapters that don't contain any articles that are viewable to the current
user will not appear in the table of contents, even if they are marked published. This
prevents empty manuals and chapters from appearing for your users.

Also, if a manual group does not contain any visible manuals it will not be displayed for
the user in the table of contents.

 ImportantImportant: Restricted articles will not be included in Manual PDFs that are generated.
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Bulk edit article viewing permissionsBulk edit article viewing permissions

If you would like to manage viewing permissions for an entire manual or chapter (e.g. make
a manual or chapter's content not visible to certain users), you can change the permissions
in bulk.

 The ability to set viewing permissions for articles is available starting with the Small
Business Plan. If your account is on an older plan then you will need to upgrade to use
this feature.

Select Manual > ChapterSelect Manual > Chapter

 You can select All ChaptersAll Chapters if you want to bulk edit the entire manual's contents.
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Click Bulk Edit Article PropertiesClick Bulk Edit Article Properties

Click Select allClick Select all

 You can also manually select articles by checking the box next to them if you do not
want to change all of the articles.
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Select Restricted > Select groupsSelect Restricted > Select groups

Choose Restricted from the dropdown menu. Then check off the groups that you would like to
be able to view the articles.
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End resultEnd result

Each article will have a locked padlock next to the title along with the number of groups who
are assigned to be bale to view the articles.

 If a user group is not assigned to all articles within a chapter, then the entire chapter
will not appear to those users. And if a user group is not assigned to see all articles in a
manual, then the entire manual will not appear to those users.
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How to reorder manuals, chapters, and articlesHow to reorder manuals, chapters, and articles

If you want to rearrange the order of your manuals, chapters, or articles, follow the
instructions below.

You can also move a chapter to a new manual or move an article to a different chapter.

Hover your mouse next to the article, chapter, or manual. Click the icon that appears next to
the title, and drag the item to rearrange it.
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Move Uncategorized article to manualMove Uncategorized article to manual

Click article titleClick article title

Select Add to chapterSelect Add to chapter
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Select Site > Manual > Chapter > Move articleSelect Site > Manual > Chapter > Move article
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Working with ManualsWorking with Manuals
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What is a Manual?What is a Manual?

This article will help you understand what a manual is in ScreenSteps.

Your manualsYour manuals

Your ScreenSteps site (aka knowledge base) is a collection of manuals.

A ManualA Manual

Click on a manual to see an organized collection of ScreenSteps chapters and articles. Here is
an example of a manual on ScreenSteps:

1. Manual title.
2. Chapter title - A chapter is just a grouping of articles in a manual. It is a way for you to sub-

divide your articles and better organize your content.
3. Article - this is a link to an article in the manual. When the user clicks on it they will be able

to view that article.
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Navigation in a ManualNavigation in a Manual

When a user is viewing an article they will have the following navigation options:

1. Going back to the manual table of contents in the breadcrumb
2. Going to the Next/Previous article
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How do I edit the properties for a manual?How do I edit the properties for a manual?

Select Edit from the manual action menuSelect Edit from the manual action menu

Make edits > UpdateMake edits > Update

Here you can:

• Change the name of the manual
• Give the manual an alternate name (so you can have a descriptive internal name and a

different public name)
• Allow comments
• Allow chapter expansion
• Auto-number the chapters and articles
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How do I unpublish (hide) or publish (unhide) aHow do I unpublish (hide) or publish (unhide) a
manual?manual?

This is for hiding a manual from viewers. You will still be able to see the manual from the
Admin view.

All content within the manual will be hidden.

Click on the dropdown next to the manual's nameClick on the dropdown next to the manual's name

Select Unpublish/PublishSelect Unpublish/Publish

If the manual is already published, then you will have the option to Unpublish it. If the manual is
not published, you will have the option to publish it.
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What are chapters?What are chapters?

Chapters are simply a way for you to group lessons in a manual.

What your end users seeWhat your end users see
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What chapters look like in the editor viewWhat chapters look like in the editor view
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How do I create/edit chapters?How do I create/edit chapters?

Click on New +Click on New +

You must first select a manual, then you can create a new chapter.

Include a titleInclude a title

A chapter title should be fairly broad. For example, if your manual is titled Managers, a chapter
title might be something like Reports. Then, underneath the chapter, you could create articles
that answer common questions about reports.
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Publish a chapter by clicking on the dropdownPublish a chapter by clicking on the dropdown

When you first create a chapter, it is unpublished. You can publish it (along with other edits) by
clicking on the action menu.
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Edit the chapter's titleEdit the chapter's title
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How do I show (publish) or hide (unpublish) aHow do I show (publish) or hide (unpublish) a
chapter in a manual?chapter in a manual?

You can unpublish (i.e. hide) a chapter so that end users cannot see the content. This article
will teach you how to make an unpublished/hidden chapter visible to your end users in
your manual.

Publish a chapterPublish a chapter
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Unpublish the chapterUnpublish the chapter
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How do I move a chapter to another manual?How do I move a chapter to another manual?

ScreenSteps allows you to move a chapter from the current manual to another manual in
the same site. This article will show you how.

Select Move from the chapter action menuSelect Move from the chapter action menu

Select the manual and click "Move Chapter"Select the manual and click "Move Chapter"

Select the manual that you want to move the chapter to from the Move to:Move to: menu. This menu
lists all of the manuals in the site in alphabetical order. After you click Move ChapterMove Chapter the chapter
will be moved to the end of the chapters in the manual you selected. Navigate to the manual to
reorder the chapter to the desired location.
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How to copy a chapter to another manualHow to copy a chapter to another manual

While you cannot copy a chapter to another manual, you can copy the articles from one
chapter to another using the "Add Article" dialog. If you want to make a copy of content in a
chapter and add it to a chapter in another manual then follow these steps.

1. Create a new chapter1. Create a new chapter
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1.1. Include a Title > Save Chapter1.1. Include a Title > Save Chapter

2. Select Add existing article from the chapter action menu2. Select Add existing article from the chapter action menu
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3. Select Add existing article3. Select Add existing article

4. Duplicate articles4. Duplicate articles

Navigate to the chapter that has the articles you would like to add. While you can ReferenceReference or
MoveMove articles when adding them to a chapter, for our purposes here we can to DuplicateDuplicate the
articles. Click the DuplicateDuplicate button next to each article that you want to add.

When you are done duplicating articles click the DoneDone button.
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Publishing the articles in the chapterPublishing the articles in the chapter

After you add the articles, they will not be published. If you want to publish them all at once,
simply click the chapter action menu and select PublishPublish.
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Publish all articlesPublish all articles
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How do I create articles in a manual?How do I create articles in a manual?

This article will show you how to create an article in a chapter in a manual.

Create articles in the web app

Click New + to add to end of chapterClick New + to add to end of chapter

To add a new article to the end of the chapter click the New +New + button.

Use the + icon to create an article in a specific location in a chapterUse the + icon to create an article in a specific location in a chapter

To add an article after a specific article move the mouse to the bottom of the article row and a
blue line with a ++ icon will appear. Click on the ++ icon to insert a new article.
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Use Create a New Article to create an article at anytimeUse Create a New Article to create an article at anytime

The Create a New ArticleCreate a New Article button is always available while working in the admin area. Click on it
to create a new article in the current site.

Create articles in the desktop

 Launch Pad is a productivity tool that is part of the ScreenSteps desktop application. To
learn how to open the Launch Pad, click here >> Open Launch Pad>> Open Launch Pad
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Select + Create ArticleSelect + Create Article

Fill out information > click CreateFill out information > click Create
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How do I move an article from one chapter toHow do I move an article from one chapter to
another?another?

There are two ways to move an article from one chapter to another:

1. From the chapter
2. From the article

1 - From the chapter1 - From the chapter

Select Add existing article from the chapter action menuSelect Add existing article from the chapter action menu
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Select a site, manual, chapter and then click on Move button next toSelect a site, manual, chapter and then click on Move button next to
the article you want to movethe article you want to move
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2 - From the article2 - From the article

Select Move from the article action menuSelect Move from the article action menu
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Select Site, Manual, and Chapter > Move ArticleSelect Site, Manual, and Chapter > Move Article
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How to auto-number chapters and articles in aHow to auto-number chapters and articles in a
manualmanual

Edit the manual propertiesEdit the manual properties

Refer to the following article for instructions on editing a manual's properties:

How do I edit the properties for a manual?

Check Auto-number chapters and articles > UpdateCheck Auto-number chapters and articles > Update
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How do I provide a link to a chapter in aHow do I provide a link to a chapter in a
manual?manual?

Currently it is not possible to get a public link to a chapter in the latest ScreenSteps web
browser app. To get the url you need to navigate to the chapter table of contents in your
public website and copy the url from the browser.
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How do you refresh a manual to see the latestHow do you refresh a manual to see the latest
changes?changes?

While working on a manual you may want to refresh the manual contents to show changes
made by others. This article will show you how.

 Since you are creating content in the web application, your manual should
automatically be updated; however, if you notice that updates are not being shown or
need to see changes that somebody else made, you can manually update a manual.

Select Refresh from the manual action menuSelect Refresh from the manual action menu
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Working with ArticlesWorking with Articles
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How to create an articleHow to create an article

Your knowledge base is a collection of help articles. Follow these instructions to create a
help article in ScreenSteps.

Create an article in the web app

There are 3 different ways you can create an article in the browser app:

Create an article inline

The easiest way to create an article is to create it inline in the chapter table of contents. As you
move your cursor over the space between two articles you will see a + icon. Select it.

1. Enter a title
2. Select the article type (if your ScreenSteps plan includes checklists)
3. Click Create articleCreate article.
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Create an article in a manual

You can create an article in a manual by clicking the New +New + button at the top of the Articles list.

1. Enter a title
2. Select the article type (if your ScreenSteps plan includes checklists)
3. Confirm the chapter to create the article in
4. Click Create articleCreate article
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Create an article from the Dashboard

From the DashboardDashboard select Create a New ArticleCreate a New Article.

1. Select the site
2. Select the manual/chapter
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3. Enter a title
4. Select Create and go to siteCreate and go to site

You will be taken to the site, manual and chapter where the article was created.

Create an article in the desktop app

 Launch Pad is a productivity tool that is part of the ScreenSteps desktop application. To
learn how to open the Launch Pad, click here >> Launch Pad>> Launch Pad
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Select + Create ArticleSelect + Create Article

Fill out information > click CreateFill out information > click Create
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How do I edit an article?How do I edit an article?

When you want to edit an article, you have several options for doing so.

Edit an article in the web app

You can edit an article in one of two ways...

1. Select Edit on Web or Edit on Desktop from the article action menu1. Select Edit on Web or Edit on Desktop from the article action menu
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2. OR click on the article title > Edit option in the article Quick View2. OR click on the article title > Edit option in the article Quick View

 You can use either editor to create content. If you want to grab new screenshotsgrab new screenshots, open
up the desktop editor.

See this article if you aren't familiar with the differences between the two.

Edit an article from your knowledge base

Click Edit content on web or Edit in desktopClick Edit content on web or Edit in desktop

If you are logged in to your ScreenSteps account, and you visit your knowledge base that your
readers are viewing, you have the option to edit on the web or edit in the desktop. Just look for
the blue bar along the top.
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 To see the edit options, you must have an article opened up in the knowledge base
and be logged into your ScreenSteps web browser application.

Edit an article from the Launch Pad in the desktop editor

 Not familiar with the Launch Pad in the ScreenSteps desktop application? Learn about
it.

Select a category of articlesSelect a category of articles

Along the top of the launch pad, you can select a category of articles.
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Click on the article title or the edit iconClick on the article title or the edit icon
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How do I unpublish an article?How do I unpublish an article?

 For Zendesk UsersFor Zendesk Users

The unpublish option will not be available for articles in a site connected to a Zendesk
account. If you want the article to be unpublished from your Zendesk Help Center you
will need to do that in Zendesk.

Select Unpublish from the article action menuSelect Unpublish from the article action menu
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Add additional search termsAdd additional search terms

You can include additional search terms using using the web editor or the desktop editor.

Edit article properties in the web app

Select Edit on Web from the article action menuSelect Edit on Web from the article action menu

Edit propertiesEdit properties

On the right-hand side of the article editor you can edit properties.
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Select Edit on Desktop from the article action menu

You can modify the meta information for the article using the Document InspectorDocument Inspector tab.
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Additional search terms will improve how your users find your training docs while searching
your ScreenSteps knowledge base.

SEO title and SEO description will only affect external search engines like Google. If your
knowledge base is marked as Private or isn't being indexed by search engines, then do not
worry about SEO titles and descriptions because Google isn't indexing your article.

How additional search terms affect search resultsHow additional search terms affect search results

Additional search terms will make it easier for your users find articles in your ScreenSteps
knowledge base using alternate search terms.

For example you might write an article titled "How to insert a widget," but your customers also
refer to widgets as gadgets. If they type in "gadget" in the search field they won't get any
results. By adding additional search terms you could add the word "gadget" to the article and
they would be able to find the article by searching for either "widget" or "gadget".

When you search a ScreenSteps site some parts of an article are given more weight than others.
The weight given to each part of an article will affect where in the list of search results an article
appears.

 The article titlearticle title and additional search termsadditional search terms carry the highest weight and articles with
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the search term in either of these fields will appear higher in the list of search results.
The next most significant field is tagstags followed by article contentarticle content.

How should I format additional search terms?How should I format additional search terms?

You do not have to separate Search Terms by commas or quotes. Just put a space between
each word.

Whatever words you enter in the "Search Terms" box will be indexed. If a user enters keywords
in the ScreenSteps search field, and any part of the keywords are terms in the "Search Terms"
box, then the article will show up as a result.

 SEO fields will not be exported to external services such as Zendesk.

There are 3 meta fields available:

1. Additional Search TermsAdditional Search Terms: Search terms that the ScreenSteps search engine will use
when searching your article.

2. SEO TitleSEO Title: Changes the page title tag for the article. This is the title that will show up in
search engines (like Google).

3. SEO DescriptionSEO Description: Changes the page meta description tag. If your site is public search
engines use this information to provide a preview of the article.
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How to generate a preview link before anHow to generate a preview link before an
article is publishedarticle is published
Sometimes you want to send a preview of an article before you publish it. This article will show
you how to do that.

 Previews will not work with articles that are published to an external service such as
Zendesk. This will only work for articles that are published to a ScreenSteps site.

Click the article's titleClick the article's title
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Select Generate PreviewSelect Generate Preview

Copy the URLCopy the URL

That's it. You can now share this URL with someone to see the preview.
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FAQsFAQs

Who can see the preview?Who can see the preview?

Only people who already have access to your site can see this preview. If they don't have
permission to view the site then they won't be able to access the preview.

Can I view different versions of an article?Can I view different versions of an article?

No, you can't. The preview URL will only show the latest version of an article.
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How do I set owner or status of an article?How do I set owner or status of an article?

You can use article status to track the progress of an article from creation to review to
approval. This setting is only to help you with your workflow. It does not affect how the
article is displayed to the end user.

Click on the article's titleClick on the article's title
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Modify Owner and/or StatusModify Owner and/or Status

Bulk Edit Owner or StatusBulk Edit Owner or Status

If you want to set the owner or status of a number of articles in a manual all at once then use
the Bulk Edit Article PropertiesBulk Edit Article Properties feature. It is available when viewing a manual.

Click Bulk Edit Article PropertiesClick Bulk Edit Article Properties
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Select articles > update propertiesSelect articles > update properties

Click Do itClick Do it
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How do I notify another author about a changeHow do I notify another author about a change
that needs to be made?that needs to be made?

ScreenSteps lets you add notes to articles and notify other authors when changes need to
be made. You can work with revision notes in the web article editor or the desktop article
editor.

Finding revision notes in the desktop editor

 Starting with version 4.0.7 of the desktop software you can add, edit, and delete
revision notes. If you are using an earlier version you can only read revision notes.

The desktop editor displays revision notes in the property inspector on the right of the article
editor. By default, notes that apply to the article as a whole are displayed in the column. In the
example below, the article has one revision note.
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To view or edit revision notes that apply to a particular block of content in the article click on
the revision notes icon. The notes for that content block will appear in the revision notes area
and a link to return to the article revision notes will appear.

Finding revision notes in the web editor

Click on the article's titleClick on the article's title

1. Revision notes for the article appear in the Revision Notes tab.
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2. You can click on the notes icon next to a block of content to view notes associated with that
content block.

When you click on a content block note the notes will appear.
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Using Revision NotesUsing Revision Notes

Now that you know how to access revision notes in the desktop and web editor we will review
the basics of using revision notes. The screenshots in these instructions come from the desktop
software. The ability to add a note, reply to a note, mention people, etc. are present in both
applications though.

Add a note or replyAdd a note or reply

You can add a note or reply to an existing note.

1. To add a new note click in the text field at the bottom of the revision notes inspector.
2. To reply to an existing note click on the ReplyReply button below the note.

@mention other people@mention other people

If you mention someone in your note then they will be sent an email with the note contents.
Just type the @@ character and a list of authors that have access to the article will appear.
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The name of the person you select will appear in your note.

RepliesReplies

When you reply to an existing note your message will appear indented under that note. There is
only one level of replies. Revision notes do not support nested replies.

Be aware that deleting the parent note will delete all of the replies.
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Mark as resolvedMark as resolved

If there is a task associated with a note and you have finished it you can mark the note as
resolved. To mark the note as resolved click the checkmark icon.

The note will appear differently when the note has been marked as resolved. You can click the
checkmark icon again to change the note status to unresolved.
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Delete a noteDelete a note

When you no longer need a revision note you can delete it. Click the trash can icon and the note
will be permanently deleted.
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How do I show (publish) or hide (unpublish) anHow do I show (publish) or hide (unpublish) an
article?article?

When an article is first created it is unpublished. This means that the public can't see the
article, only people working in the ScreenSteps web admin console. You need to publish the
article in order to make it visible.

Select Publish from the article action menuSelect Publish from the article action menu

 If the article is already published, the menu option will be UnpublishUnpublish.
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How do I publish a draft version of an article?How do I publish a draft version of an article?

Once you are done working on draft changes to an article it is time to publish it for the
public to see.

Click on an article title to view the articleClick on an article title to view the article

Select the version to publishSelect the version to publish

From the RevisionsRevisions menu, select the version you would like to make visible to the public. It will
most likely to the latest version, which is selected by default.
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 Note that the (current) version isn't the selected version. That's because the draft
version is selected, but it is not the "current" version that is published.
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Click Publish this versionClick Publish this version

The selected version becomes the currentcurrent version and it is now visible to the public.
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How to publish or restore a previous version ofHow to publish or restore a previous version of
an articlean article

The ScreenSteps web browser application allows you to restore a previous version of an
article and make it the current version.

Click on an article title to view the articleClick on an article title to view the article

Select the revision you wantSelect the revision you want

You can view the revisions by clicking on the dropdown.
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Publish or RestorePublish or Restore

Select either PublishPublish or RestoreRestore.

• PublishPublish - The version that is displayed will be published to your ScreenSteps site or to an
external service if the site is connected to an external service.

• RestoreRestore - The published version will not be changed, but the version that is displayed will be
restored so that you can edit it in the web or desktop editor.
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How to add or remove tags from an articleHow to add or remove tags from an article

Click on an article title to view the articleClick on an article title to view the article

Add Article TagsAdd Article Tags
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How do I share the URL for an article from theHow do I share the URL for an article from the
administration area?administration area?

Many times you will want to send the url for an article to a customer or other user. This
article will show you how to easily get the urls for those articles from the administration
area.

If the article is in Draft

If your article has not yet been published, you can get a link to the draft version of the article.
Follow these instructions to generate a preview URL:

How to generate a preview link before an article is published

If the article is published

1. Select Published URLs from the article action menu1. Select Published URLs from the article action menu
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View your entire knowledge base

If you would like to view what your knowledge base looks like from a viewer's perspective, here
is how.

1. Click on Go to Site1. Click on Go to Site

 Remember, you are copying URLs that will send a reader to the customer facing
knowledge base--NOT your Admin area where you edit your knowledge base content.
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How do I duplicate an articleHow do I duplicate an article

 This article will show you how to duplicate an article and create an independent copy
that will not be affected by changes to the original.

If you would like to have a copy of an article that has it's changes reflected in all copies
of the article, see referencing.

Select Duplicate from the article action menuSelect Duplicate from the article action menu

Duplicate ArticleDuplicate Article

Select the site, manual, and chapter where you would like to place the duplicate copy and click
Duplicate ArticleDuplicate Article.
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How do I permanently delete an article?How do I permanently delete an article?
To permanently delete an article you must first move it to the trash and then permanently
delete it from the TrashedTrashed section of the site.

Move the article to trashMove the article to trash

Follow the instructions in the following article to move the article to the trash:

How do I remove an article from a chapter?

After you have done that follow the instructions below.

Click TrashedClick Trashed
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Select Permanently deleteSelect Permanently delete
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How do I remove an article from a chapter?How do I remove an article from a chapter?

This article demonstrates how to remove an article from a chapter. When you remove an
article from a chapter you have two options:

1. Move the article into the Uncategorized Articles section.
2. Move the article to the trash.

Select Remove from the article action menuSelect Remove from the article action menu
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Move to Uncategorized Articles or the trashMove to Uncategorized Articles or the trash
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How to move, duplicate, or reference articlesHow to move, duplicate, or reference articles
between manuals or sitesbetween manuals or sites

If you create an article and would like to move it to another manual, create a duplicate of it,
or reference the article in another manual, follow these instructions.

Move, duplicate, or reference articles between manualsMove, duplicate, or reference articles between manuals

1. Select Add existing article from the chapter action menu1. Select Add existing article from the chapter action menu

2. Select the articles2. Select the articles

Select the site > manual > chapter and then click the ReferenceReference, DuplicateDuplicate, or MoveMove button next
to the article(s) you want to add.
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What's the difference between reference/duplicate/move?

ReferenceReference The article will remain in the original chapter
and a reference will be added to the current
chapter. Updating the article will update its
contents in both chapters.

DuplicateDuplicate The original article will remain in the original
chapter. A duplicate of the article will be
added to the current chapter. Editing the
article in one chapter will not change the
duplicate in the other chapter.

MoveMove The article will be removed from the original
chapter and added to the current chapter.
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How to add an article to a manual from the AllHow to add an article to a manual from the All
Articles listArticles list

Go to Dashboard > All ContentGo to Dashboard > All Content

Specify any filtersSpecify any filters

You may want to filter the articles. For example, if you are looking for articles that are orphaned
(not associated with a manual) then you would check the Orphaned articles onlyOrphaned articles only checkbox.
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Move or Add to ChapterMove or Add to Chapter

Find the article you want to add and click the dropdown icon. If the article is already associated
with a manual then you will see a MoveMove option (1) in the menu. If the article is not associated
with a manual then you will see the Add to ChapterAdd to Chapter option (2) in the menu.
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Select chapterSelect chapter

1. Select the site that contains your manual.
2. Select the manual and chapter to add it to.
3. Click Move articleMove article.
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How to view revision notes and other activityHow to view revision notes and other activity
for an articlefor an article

The Activity Stream shows a history of who modified an article and when. The activity
stream can contain notes about changes that were made to an article as well. The Activity
Stream is available in the web application only.

Revision notes are notes that can be added to an article (or specific content blocks within
the article) in order to communicate with other authors about changes that need to be
made. Revision notes can be created in the web application. Revision notes can be viewed
in the web editor or desktop editor.

View revision notes and other activityView revision notes and other activity

Click on the article titleClick on the article title
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View Activity StreamView Activity Stream

View Revision NotesView Revision Notes
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How to see where an article is being used inHow to see where an article is being used in
your accountyour account

If you are using article aliases in your documentation then it is helpful to know everywhere
the article is used. For example, if you are going to update the content in an article you
want to know which manuals the changes will affect. This article will show you where to find
information about article aliases.

From the manual table of contentsFrom the manual table of contents

When browsing articles in a manual table of contents you will see an alias icon next to articles
that have an alias.

If you mouse over the icon then a tooltip will appear showing you aliases to the article. You can
click on any of the aliases to navigate to the article. Updating any one of the articles will update
the content of all the linked articles.
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From Article Quick ViewFrom Article Quick View

When viewing an article's contents in the web admin app you will also see a list of article alises.

Click on the article titleClick on the article title

Article aliases appear in the Properties paneArticle aliases appear in the Properties pane

If you see Article aliasesArticle aliases in the right column then it means there are other articles which are
linked to this article. Updating any one of the articles will update the content of all the linked
articles. You can click on any of the article titles to navigate to them.
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How do I find unpublished articles?How do I find unpublished articles?

Click All Content > All Articles or Site > All ArticlesClick All Content > All Articles or Site > All Articles

Select Unpublished for the Published filterSelect Unpublished for the Published filter
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How can I send a user to a specific spot in myHow can I send a user to a specific spot in my
article?article?

You can send users to a specific spot in your article by using an anchor name. You can
manually add an anchor name to any heading in ScreenSteps, or you can use the shortcut
below to quickly get an anchor name while browsing your knowledge base.

View article in the public knowledge base or administrator areaView article in the public knowledge base or administrator area

Hover your mouse next to a heading > click on the link iconHover your mouse next to a heading > click on the link icon

When you hover your mouse next to a heading, a link icon will appear.

 This also works for foldable sections.

From a public knowledge baseFrom a public knowledge base

When you click on the link icon in a public knowledge base, your URL address will automatically
add a "#" symbol along with the heading text. This is the anchor name.
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Copy and paste the URL with the anchor nameCopy and paste the URL with the anchor name

Send a user the full URLfull URL and she will be sent directly to that heading.

If you are sending a user to a foldable section, the foldable section will automatically open up.

From the administrator areaFrom the administrator area

Copy and paste the URLCopy and paste the URL

Select the URL in the text field and copy it to the clipboard. Send the URL to the user and
clicking on it will send her directly to that heading.

If you are sending a user to a foldable section, the foldable section will automatically open up.
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How to exclude an article from search resultsHow to exclude an article from search results
You can exclude certain articles from search results. These articles will still appear in the table
of contents, but will not be searchable.

Toggling the "Exclude from search" settingToggling the "Exclude from search" setting

The Excluded from searchExcluded from search setting can be toggled from the article properties sidebar.
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Working with CoursesWorking with Courses
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Introduction to CoursesIntroduction to Courses

Here's a quick summary of what you can do with the new course feature (available in the
Employee Training & Enablement Plan).

Course FeaturesCourse Features

• A Course can be used to take users through a series of related articles
• Perfect for useruser onboardingonboarding, feature releasesfeature releases, and app rolloutsapp rollouts

• You invite learners on your account to take courses
• Users get an email with a message and a link to the course

• As they view courses, their progress is tracked

Example of the course viewerExample of the course viewer
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Example of course reportExample of course report

Use casesUse cases

Courses can (and should) be used to:

• Onboard new employees
• Release new features
• Rollout new systems (CRM, ERP, etc.)
• Improve workflow or feature adoptions
• Teach standard procedures

Would you like to try out Courses on your account?Would you like to try out Courses on your account?

The Course feature is a paid upgrade to the ScreenSteps Employee Training & Enablement Plan.
But you can pilot the feature to see whether it would work for you.

If you would like to learn more about using Courses to train, support and enable your learners,
please get in touch. We would be happy to get you set up with a trial.
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How to create CoursesHow to create Courses
CoursesCourses show up in your site sidebar (once they have been activated on your account). Just click
Create a new courseCreate a new course to create one.

Adding content to a courseAdding content to a course

A course is just a collection of articles. You can add existing articles from your knowledge base
or create new ones.
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If you create new articles for your course, you can either add them to your knowledge base
table of contents, or make them available just in your course.
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Add Learners to your CoursesAdd Learners to your Courses

Inviting learners to your course is simple. Just note that only Learners who have permission
to view your site can take courses.

Select your courseSelect your course
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Click UsersClick Users

Click Add usersClick Add users
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Select UsersSelect Users

Write your message > Send invitesWrite your message > Send invites

Your invitees will receive an email notification with your message.
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What your users seeWhat your users see

Your users will see an invitation that looks like this...
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Course reportingCourse reporting

Reporting will help you know whether users are going through your course overall, and who
specifically has completed (or needs to complete) the course.

You can even see which articles in the course Learners left off at.

View overall course progressView overall course progress

This gives you a quick overall view of how your course is doing.

View overall article progressView overall article progress

You can see which articles users are dropping off at.
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View individual user progressView individual user progress

See which users have yet to start the course, and which part of the course users dropped off at.
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Using course collections to group coursesUsing course collections to group courses
togethertogether
Course Collections allow you to group courses together and assign them to users. For example,
you might have a collection that you assign to new employees and another that you assign to
new customer support agents.

Create a collectionCreate a collection

You can create a new collection using the Create a new course collectionCreate a new course collection button. If you are on
the Collections tab and you have not created a collection yet then a link to create a collection
will appear as well.

When naming your collection you might use a description of the users the collection targets.
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The listing of collectionsThe listing of collections

The collection listing looks very similar to the courses listing. You will see how many users are
assigned to the collection, current progress, number of courses, and the total duration.

Add coures to collectionAdd coures to collection

If you click on the title of the course you can add courses to the collection.
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Click the ++ button next to a course to add it to the collection.
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Share with usersShare with users

Once you have added courses to your collection you can go to the UsersUsers tab to share the
collection with users in your system. All of the courses in the collection will be made available to
them.
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How to receive an email each time someoneHow to receive an email each time someone
completes your coursecompletes your course

 You can receive an email notification each time a learner completes one of your
courses. Follow the steps below to opt in to receiving these emails.

Select Profile from Account menuSelect Profile from Account menu
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Select "Receive course completion emails" and "Update"Select "Receive course completion emails" and "Update"
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TagsTags
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Managing TagsManaging Tags

Select "All Content" from the Sites menuSelect "All Content" from the Sites menu
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Select "All Tags"Select "All Tags"

Manage TagsManage Tags

From here you can:

1. Create tags
2. Filter tags
3. Click on a tag name to jump to a list of articles that have that tag
4. Edit the tag title or delete the tag
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Comments and RatingsComments and Ratings
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How do I enable/disable comments for articles?How do I enable/disable comments for articles?

In ScreenSteps you decide whether or not you want comments to appear at the end of
articles. There are two places where you can decide whether or not comments appear.

1. Site settings
2. Manual settings

If comments are turned off for a site then no comments will appear for any articles in the
site. If comments are turned on for a site then you can turn comments off for an individual
manual by editing the manual properties.

For a siteFor a site

Click on SettingsClick on Settings
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Check/uncheck Allow comments > UpdateCheck/uncheck Allow comments > Update
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For a manualFor a manual

Edit manual propertiesEdit manual properties
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Check/uncheck Allow comments > UpdateCheck/uncheck Allow comments > Update
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How do I respond to comments on an article?How do I respond to comments on an article?

Click on CommentsClick on Comments

Click on the article titleClick on the article title
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Add a comment > Submit commentAdd a comment > Submit comment
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How do I auto subscribe to all comments?How do I auto subscribe to all comments?

Click on Account > ProfileClick on Account > Profile
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Check Auto subscribe to article comments> UpdateCheck Auto subscribe to article comments> Update

 You can also update the preferences for the members of your team by following the
instructions below.
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Click on Account SettingsClick on Account Settings

Navigate to UsersNavigate to Users
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Click on the usernameClick on the username

Check Auto Subscribe to Article Comments > UpdateCheck Auto Subscribe to Article Comments > Update
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How do I receive comment moderation andHow do I receive comment moderation and
article rating emails?article rating emails?

You can control which users will receive comment moderation notifications. A comment
moderation email is sent whenever a new comment is created that has not been approved
by an admin or editor user or whenever an article is rated by a user.

Click on Account > ProfileClick on Account > Profile
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Check Receive Comment Moderation Emails > UpdateCheck Receive Comment Moderation Emails > Update

 You can also set up the user accounts for your team members to receive comment
moderation emails by following the instructions below.
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Click Account SettingsClick Account Settings

Navigate to UsersNavigate to Users
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Click on the usernameClick on the username

Check Receive Comment Moderation EmailsCheck Receive Comment Moderation Emails
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How do I turn on/off comment moderation?How do I turn on/off comment moderation?

You can control whether comments will be moderated for each site. If comments for
articles are moderated then an administrative user will need to approve any comment that
is posted by anyone who is not an editor or administrator.

Click on SettingsClick on Settings
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Check/uncheck Moderate comments > UpdateCheck/uncheck Moderate comments > Update
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How do I approve comments?How do I approve comments?

If you have turned on comment moderation, an Admin/Editor will need to approve
comments to your articles before they are visible to end users.

Click CommentsClick Comments
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Click ApproveClick Approve
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How do I delete a comment?How do I delete a comment?

Click on CommentsClick on Comments
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Click on the dropdownClick on the dropdown

Click DeleteClick Delete
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How to I allow users to rate my articles?How to I allow users to rate my articles?

If a site is private then you can turn on article ratings.

Edit site settingsEdit site settings

Navigate to the site settings page.

Enable article ratingsEnable article ratings

1. Check the Enable article ratingsEnable article ratings checkbox
2. Click UpdateUpdate

Articles can now be ratedArticles can now be rated

When users view the articles in the site they will now see thumbs up/thumbs down icons at the
bottom of each article.
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If a user clicks on one of the icons anyone signed up to receive comment moderation emails for
the article will receive an email that looks like this:
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TroubleshootingTroubleshooting
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I removed my manual from my site and now II removed my manual from my site and now I
can't find itcan't find it

Select All ContentSelect All Content
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Click All ManualsClick All Manuals

View All Manuals or filter to view specific manualsView All Manuals or filter to view specific manuals

Orphaned manuals are manuals that have been removed, but not deleted.
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Add orphaned manuals to a siteAdd orphaned manuals to a site

If you previously removed a manual, you can add back.

Select Add Existing Manual from the Manuals action menuSelect Add Existing Manual from the Manuals action menu
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An alternate wayAn alternate way

Click All ContentClick All Content

Select All ManualsSelect All Manuals
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Click the dropdown to the right of the manualClick the dropdown to the right of the manual

Add to siteAdd to site
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Contextual HelpContextual Help
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Why would you use contextual help?Why would you use contextual help?
When you look around your office, you probably see work stations that have reminders––sticky
notes, handwritten notes, printed out work instructions. This is how employees remind
themselves how to do their jobs.

If employees can't quickly find an answer, they tend to call you, email you, open a chat window
with you, or knock on your door asking for you to show them what to do.
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While a ScreenSteps knowledge base can help, employees can still find the process of going to
the knowledge base tedious (even though it's not). So, we developed a Chrome extension that
pushes your ScreenSteps articles to the websites and web applications (like CRMs and ERPs)
your employees use.

It's got the same feel as putting sticky notes on your coworker's screens, without having to
actually write out a thousand reminders by hand.
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Now your employees will be able to view your content in one click. And because it's easier to
find the help they need, employees will start looking at your docs instead of bothering you.
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Installing the Chrome ExtensionInstalling the Chrome Extension

 You must have a Small Business Plan or higher to use the Chrome Extension. If you do
not have that plan, please contact ScreenSteps support and let them know you'd like to
try it out.

Contextual help uses the ScreenSteps Chrome extension. This way, you don't have to worry
about APIs or integrations to give employees contextual help for all the web applications you
use internally.

With the Chrome extension, you can provide contextual help for your Salesforce objects,
Netsuite, BusinessWorld, and all of the other web apps you use.

Just follow these steps to access the Chrome extension:

Download Chrome ExtensionDownload Chrome Extension

Open your Chrome browser and go to ScreenSteps for Chrome to Download the extension.

Enter the account nameEnter the account name

After you download the extension, open up a new tab in Chrome and sign into the extension
using the account name your Admin provided.

 Not your username -- but the ScreenSteps account name.
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Sign into ScreenStepsSign into ScreenSteps

You will then be asked to log in with your username and password.
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Success!Success!

Once you see the "Congratulations..." you can close the extension and continue on with your
day.

Access contextual helpAccess contextual help

View your contentView your content

Once you set up contextual help channels in the Admin area, you can access your team's
guides, policies, and SOPs from (1)(1) the bell icon. Or, if the bell doesn't appear because you
haven't set up a contextual help channel, you can access your documentation from (2)(2) the
extension icon at the top of your browser.
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Create Contextual Help ChannelsCreate Contextual Help Channels

Once you get the Chrome extension installed, you will need to create Channels so that the
Chrome extension knows which articles should be readily available on specific web
applications.

Click ChannelsClick Channels
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Create a new channelCreate a new channel

Add a Name > Mapping PatternAdd a Name > Mapping Pattern

A mapping pattern is the URL where you want contextual help to appear.

In the example below, when a user goes to "xero.com/AccountsReceivablexero.com/AccountsReceivable" she will see
contextual help. The " .* " at the end of the URL acts as a wildcard so that even if the URL has
different characters after BankAccounts, contextual help will still appear.
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 Adding the " .* " as a wildcard is important as a web app usually adds different
characters to the URL when a specific record is opened.

Where do I get the mapping pattern?

The mapping pattern is the URL where you want contextual help to appear.

In the example below, I want contextual help to appear in an account application called Xero
when a user is about to create an invoice. So I navigate to the web app where I want contextual
help to appear and I copy the URL.

I do not need the entire URL, so I do notdo not include "https://" in the Mapping Pattern. I only include
the domain name and the path (or part of the path).

Any . in the url need to have the \ character placed in front of them. So xero.comxero.com becomes
xero\.com .

What about extra characters after the path name?What about extra characters after the path name?

Sometimes, web apps include a bunch of text in the URL. That can mess up contextual help
because you cannot account for the unique text.
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What you can do is add a wildcard to your mapping pattern so that no matter what text is
added to the URL, your contextual help will still work. For the example above, your mapping
patter could be xero\.com/Bank/BankRec.*

By adding .* at the end of "BankRec" your contextual help will appear whenever the URL has
BankRec is in the address bar no matter what else comes after that.

Examples of mapping patterns

Web PageWeb Page Mapping PatternMapping Pattern

Salesforce Classic CasesCases salesforce\.com/500.*

Salesforce Classic LeadsLeads salesforce\.com/00Q.*

Salesforce Classic CampaignsCampaigns salesforce\.com/701.*

Salesforce Lightning OpportunitiesOpportunities \.lightning\.force\.com/one/
one\.app(\?.*)?#/sObject/Opportunity.*

Salesforce Lightning AccountsAccounts \.lightning\.force\.com/one/
one\.app(\?.*)?#/sObject/Account.*

Salesforce Lightning ContactsContacts \.lightning\.force\.com/one/
one\.app(\?.*)?#/sObject/Contact.*

Xero Bank ReconciliationsBank Reconciliations xero\.com/Bank/BankRec.*

Xero SalesSales xero\.com/Accounts.*

Mailchimp AdminAdmin mailchimp\.com/account.*

Mailchimp CampaignsCampaigns mailchimp\.com/campaigns.*

Asana app\.asana\.com.*

After you create contextual help channels, follow these instructions to add articles. If you need
help creating a contextual help channel, contact ScreenSteps support.
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Using jQuery to customize a Channel based onUsing jQuery to customize a Channel based on
page contentpage content

If you need to target a channel to something more specific then a url then you can use a
jQuery Selector. This article will describe how to use the jQuery Selector field to target your
channel based on the presence of certain elements on the page.

jQuery is a popular JavaScript library that, among other things, simplifies finding elements
on a web page.

Targeting an element on the pageTargeting an element on the page

Each channel in ScreenSteps has a jQuery SelectorjQuery Selector field. Let's assume that you have a channel
for Leads in Salesforce Lightning but you want a second channel that is used when viewing the
Chatter tab for the lead. Let's look at how you would create a jQuery statement that will
determine if the Chatter tab is active.

Inspect the HTML of the pageInspect the HTML of the page

1. In your web browser (this example uses Chrome) right-click on the page element you want
to target

2. Select InspectInspect from the contextual menu.
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Look at the elements in the HTML that uniquely identify that element on the page. In this case
when the Chatter tab is active it is an <li> element with the .active and .uiTabItem
classes assigned to it and it contains the text Chatter .

The following jQuery statement would locate the Chatter tab:
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.active.uiTabItem:contains(Chatter)

Here is what it looks like in the ScreenSteps channel interface:

Targeting an element in an iframeTargeting an element in an iframe

If the content on the web page is in an iframe then you need to use a slightly different syntax in
the jQuery Selector field since you will need to tell the channel to target the iframe when using
the jQuery selector. The syntax is as follows:

["IFRAME_STATEMENT", "CONTENT_STATEMENT"]

To target the iframe you write a jQuery statement that targets the source of the iframe. Here is
an example that targets the selected option of a menu in an iframe:

["iframe[src*='/iframe_page.html']", "#selector option:selected:contains(Inventory)"]
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Add Content to Contextual Help ChannelsAdd Content to Contextual Help Channels

Before you can add content to a contextual help channel, you will need to create a channel.

Navigate to your channelsNavigate to your channels

Click on the Contextual Help channel you want to editClick on the Contextual Help channel you want to edit
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Add articles to the channelAdd articles to the channel

Test contextual helpTest contextual help

Now, when you or any user signed into ScreenSteps go to the URL, you will see contextual help.
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Set up Contextual HelpSet up Contextual Help
Contextual help allows your employees to view your ScreenSteps knowledge base articles in a
Chrome extension. As of June 29, 2018 contextual help is only available as a Chrome extension
with plans on developing an extension for other popular web browsers.

Here's what the extension looks like...

To get the extension working for you, complete the following checklist:

Make your ScreenSteps site PrivateMake your ScreenSteps site Private

Follow these instructions to make your site private:

How do I make a site private?

Download extension for ChromeDownload extension for Chrome

Go here to download the Chrome Extension >> ScreenSteps for Chrome>> ScreenSteps for Chrome

Sign into Chrome extensionSign into Chrome extension

Open up a new browser tab in Chrome. This will prompt the extension to slide in from the
right-hand side. Enter your account name (notnot your user account).

This will be the overall account name such as "school_name" or "company_name."

ScreenSteps will ask you to sign in (or it will confirm you're signed in) to ScreenSteps.

Add employees as LearnersAdd employees as Learners
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Invite new users, or add users who already have been created in your account (but have not
been added to your site).

 If you have set up Single Sign-on then you do not need to add users/invite users.
ScreenSteps will automatically authenticate users.

Only Learner user accounts will be able to use the Chrome browser extension.

 After you set up contextual help, you will want to create contextual help channels.
Check out this article to learn how >> Create contextual help channels.
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Using Contextual Help During Instructor-ledUsing Contextual Help During Instructor-led
TrainingTraining

Contextual help can be a lifesaver for both you and your coworkers. But before employees
start using it, you might have to show them how during training.

Old instructor-led trainingOld instructor-led training

Usually, instructor-led training includes 8 hours of looking at slide decks with 150 slides.

Then, as everybody is packing up, the instructor yells out, "By the way! We have a knowledge
base where you can find all of this information!" Employees walk out the door, and an hour
later you're answering questions that you just covered during your presentation.

New instructor-led trainingNew instructor-led training

Instead, you should put all of your step-by-step content in contextual help and make employees
practice using it.
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Refresh the extensionRefresh the extension

Open the extensionOpen the extension

Click SettingsClick Settings
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Click Refresh ChannelsClick Refresh Channels
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